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Summary: This section provides information about the Chicago Manual of Style (CMOS) method for document formatting and citation. These resources follow the 17th edition of the Chicago Elegant Book (17th Edition), published in 2017. Note that while these resources reflect the latest updates to the Chicago Manual of Style (17th
edition) regarding documentation policies, you can view a complete list of usage, technology, professional practices, etc. To see the breast of the three most commonly used citation styles, including a chart of all CMOS citation instructions, see the citation style chart. Introduction The Chicago Elegant Book (CMOS) covers a number of
topics, from the preparation and publication of the manuscript to grammar, use and documentation, and as such has been lovingly called the Editor's Bible. The material on this page focuses primarily on one of two CMOS documentation styles: notes-bibliography system (Note), which is used by those working in literature, history and art.
Another style of documentation, the Author Date system, is almost identical in content, but slightly different in form, favoured by those working in social sciences. Although both systems transmit all important information from each source, they differ not only in the way they guide readers to these sources, but also in their formatting (e.g.
the location of dates in the quotation entry). Examples of how these lending styles work in research papers, see our sample paper: Author-Date Sample Paper NB Sample Paper In addition to students' access to the Chicago Manual of Style (17th edition) for more information, students may also find it useful to review Kate L. Turabian's
handbook for authors of research papers, papers, papers and doctoral dissertations (8th edition). This manual, which presents such a well-known Turabian lending style, follows two CMOS documentation models, but offers small changes that fit students' texts. Notes and bibliography (Note) Chicago Notes and Bibliography (NB) is often
used in humanity so that authors can refer to their sources using footnotes, endnotes, and bibliography. This provides authors with a flexible lending option and, if necessary, provides an opportunity to comment on these sources. Proper use of Notes and Bibliography increases the author's credibility by demonstrating their responsibility
for the source material. In addition, it can protect writers from accusations of plagiarism, which are the intentional or unintentional uninspired use of source material created by others. Introduction to annotations In Notes and Bibliography, a note (endnote or footnote) should be included whenever a source is used, either through direct
citation, parafrara, or summary. Footnotes added at the end of the page referenced to the source, and endnotes are translated to the end of each chapter or to the end of the entire document. In both cases, the superscript number corresponding to the note and the bibliographic data of the source should be placed in the text following the
end of the sentence or expression referenced to the source. If the work contains a bibliography that is usually recommended, you don't have to provide complete publication information in your notes. However, if the bibliography is not included in the work, the first note from each source shall contain all relevant information about the
source: the full name of the author, the name of the source and the publication information. If you re-mention the same source, or if the work contains a bibliography, the note only needs the author's last name, the abbreviated format of the title (if there are more than four words) and the page number(s). However, in a job that does not
contain a bibliography, it is recommended that you repeat the entire citation when it is first used in a new chapter. Unlike previous versions of CMOS, if you mention the same source two or more times in a row, CMOS recommends using abbreviated citations. In a work with a bibliography, the first reference shall use an abbreviated
quotation term containing the author's name, source title and page numbers, as well as sequential references to the same work, may omitte the source heading and contain only the author and page number. Although CMOS has discouraged if you mention the same source and page numbers from one source two or more times in a row, it
is also possible to use the word Ibid., (latin ibidem, which means in the same place) as a similar note. If you use the same source but draw from different pages, the corresponding note must use Ibid, followed by a comma and new page numbers. In Note, a footnote or endnote begins with a suitable full-size number followed by a period
and a space. Introduction to bibliography The bibliography the bibliography of the Information System contains an alphabetical list of all sources used for a job. This page, most often named Bibliography, is usually placed at the end of pre-index work. It should include all sources mentioned in the work and may sometimes contain other
relevant sources which were not mentioned but which provide additional reading. Although bibliographic entries from different sources can be formatted differently, all the sources involved (books, articles, websites, etc.) are sorted alphabetically by the author's last name. If there is no author or editor in the list, you can use a title or a
phrase that describes it as a last resort. Although bibliography is useful, it is not needed in works that provide complete bibliographical information in your notes. Common elements All entries in the bibliography contain the author (or vendor, translator, translator), title, and publication information. Author The author's name is upside down
in the bibliography, setting the last name to separate the first and last names and first name with a comma. John Smith, for example, becomes Smith, John. The titles of the books and magazines are sliced. Articles, chapters, poems, etc. Publication information The publication year is displayed after the publisher or journal name. Staging
marks In the bibliography, all parent elements are separated by dots. For more information and examples, see the sections on books and magazines. Note that this OWL resource contains basic information about the formatting of entries used in the bibliography. For more information about selected bibliography, notes, and bibliography,
see Chapter 14.61 (17th edition) of the Chicago Manual of Style. The Chicago style is a system used by researchers to parse their literary work and references. Other popular systems include the MLA format and APA, and Chicago is simply another style to add to the set. The MLA is often used for language and literary studies, the APA
format is widely used by science writers, and Chicago is often the primary choice for those working in history and other social sciences. Many other disciplines use Chicago. If your teacher has asked for Chicago honors in Turabian, don't worry, you've come to the right place. Chicago is a system used by professional researchers and
researchers. Kate Turabian is a trainer who created a spin-off style especially for students and others who use style for assignments, not professional publishing. The turabian reference structure is the same as in Chicago. The only difference between the two is that the Turabian Handbook focuses more on the design and structure of the
research paper than on the officially published paragraph. If you're a student trying to figure out how to create a Chicago-style title page or Chicago-style cover page, click here to explore student resources. One style, two varieties Researchers have two options to choose from when they are ready to refer to work in this style. They can
either format their references with Notes and Bibliography or Author Date. Notes and bibliography This system uses footnotes, endnotes, and bibliography. It is most often used by those working in history, literature and art. Author Date This system uses citations and bibliography in text to parse Chicago citations. It is most often used by
people working in social sciences and sciences. This page focuses on notes and bibliography instead of author date. Footnotes and endnotes instead of Chicago text references Notes and bibliography use footnotes or endnotes. Bibliography can also be found right at the end of the magazine. A footnote is a reference that can be found in
page footers. When readers read a magazine, they come across superscript numbers this¹ Page footer readers locate the superscript number and view reference data. Reference information can be found at the bottom of the page. The endnotes are at the end of the chapter. They resemble footnotes because they use superscript
numbers of this type¹. Authors can choose to use footnotes or endnotes in their magazine. Regardless of whether you want to include footnotes in the footer footer for each page or endnotes at the end of a chapter, the book always includes a bibliography at the end of the book. The rest of this guide explains how references are structured
in both notes and bibliography. Do you need a Chicago loaner to take guesswork about assembling Chicago-style bibliography? Don't look anymore! BibMe.org has the tools you need to develop references immediately. Make a trip to our homepage and create your reference in a few clicks! Referring to a website using the Chicago Stylish
Book The basic entry of the Website consists of the author's names, page title, site title, web address, and date of publication or use. Notes: Author's first name, Page Title, Website Title, Month,Publish/Use Date, Web address. Bibliography: First Name, Author First Name. The title of the page. The title of the website. Month, Release date,
or usage date. Web address. Sample notes and bibliography: John Smith, Obama inaugurated as president, CNN, . Smith and John. Obama was inaugurated as president. CNN. 1. The rapporteur was Mr S. President, Mr S. . In the bibliography, the first author name must be translated, and a comma must be made after the last name and
first name (or any other name). The titles and associations associated with the author are good. The suffical, such as a Roman number or Jr./Sr., should appear after the author's first name with a comma. If a page has two or more authors, list them in the order in which they appear on the website. Only the name of the first author should
be translated, while the others are written in the normal order. Separate the author names with a comma. Smith, John and Jane Doe. Obama was inaugurated as president. CNN. 1. The rapporteur was Mr S. President, Mr S. . If the author is not available, start quoting from the website owner. Cnn. Obama was inaugurated as president.
February 1, 2009. . In Chicago style formatting, the full-page title, followed by a period, must be placed inside quotation marks. Place a period within quotation marks. Next, paste the release date, or if it is not included, include an access date with Accessed written before the date was included. Include the web address of the page at the
end. End the quote with a period. 1000 without official headlines, use phrases that describe in your quote instead of website titles. Need more styles? We have thousands available! From popular to obscure, we certainly have what you're looking for! Referencing a Journal article by using the Chicago Elegant Book The basic entry in a
journal article consists of the author's names, article name, journal name, volume number, release date, and page numbers. Remarks: Author's first name, article title, journal name drive number, no. release date): Page-Range, DOI address. Bibliography: First Name, First Name. The title of the article. Journal name drive number, no.
(release date): Page area. Doi address. Examples: John Smith, Studies in Pop Rocks and Coke, Weird Science 12, No. 3 (spring 2009): 78-93, . Smith and John. Studies in pop rocks and Coke. Weird Science 12, No. 3 (spring 2009): 78-93. . In a Chicago-style bibliography, the first author's name (first name, then first name) must be
translated, and the comma must be placed after the last name and first name (or any middle name). The name must not be shortened and must be typed exactly as it appears in the journal. The titles and associations associated with the author are good. A sufficule, such as a Roman number or Jr./Sr., should appear with a comma after
the author's first name. If the article was written by two or more authors, list them in order as they appear in the journal. Only the name of the first author should be translated, while the others are written in the normal order. Separate the author names with a comma. Smith, John and Jane Doe. Studies in pop rocks and Coke. Weird
Science 12, No. 3 (spring 2009): 78-93. . The entire title of the article, followed by a period, must be enclosed in quotation marks. Place a period within quotation marks. Although chicago's citation style traditionally uses the heading style with the uppercase letter of each word in the title, the sentence style is also acceptable. Be consistent
in your bibliography to apply either style. The title of the article is followed by the journal name that is mixed. Leave all introductory articles (e.g. A, An, The) out of the journal title. Journal names are usually given in full. You can shorten the journal name if you want, unless it consists of one word. It is common to shorten the names of
journals from scientific works (e.g. Include the drive number after the journal name. If a number is available, include it after the volume number and before publishing the year. Precedes the problem number with comma and text does not. Put the year of publication in parentheses. Then include the colon, the page numbers where the
article appears, and the dot. You can include a month or period in parentheses before the year, although this is not necessary if you include the problem If the article is published online, include the web address of the article. End the quote with a period. Keep in the way that BibMe has a Chicago lending generator to help develop Chicagostyle quotes for you! Referring to a book with the help of a Chicago elegant book The basic entry of a book consists of the author's name, book title, publisher city, publisher's name, publication year and page area. Remarks: Author's first name, book name (Publisher City: Publisher name, Publication year), page range. Bibliography: First
Name, First Name. The title of the book. Publisher City: Publisher Name, Year Published. Examples: Dan Brown, The DaVinci Code (New York: Scholastic, 2004), 17-19. Brown, Dan. DaVinc code. New York: Scholastic, 2004. In the bibliography, the name of the first author must be translated, and the comma must be placed after the last
name and first name (or another name/initial name). You usually need to type the name as it appears on the title page, although you may need to make certain customizations. The titles and associations associated with the author are good. A sufficule, such as a Roman number or Jr./Sr., should appear with a comma after the author's
first name. If you're wondering how to refer to a Chicago style for a book written by two or more authors, list them in the order in which they appear on the title page. Only the name of the first author should be translated, while the others are written in the normal order. Separate the author names with a comma. Smith, John, Jane Doe and
Bob Anderson. It's a model book. Pittsburgh: BibMe, 2008. The full title of the book, including any subtitles, must be provided and done around. If the book has a subtitle, the main heading must be followed by a colon (unless the main heading ends with a question mark, exclamation point, or line). The entire title must be followed by a
period. Publication information can usually be found on the title page of the book. If it's not available there, it can also be found on the copyright page. List the city, colon, and publisher name of the publication. The publisher name can be given in full or abbreviated. In all cases, introductory articles (e.g. Other business items (for example,
Co., &amp; Co., Publishing Co.) are often omitted, but can be retained. Books are usually kept. The press can be omitted or stored – if it is used in the name of the university, it must be kept. The word university can be shortened by univ. End the Chicago quote with an episode. Full publisher name: The Good Book Company Name in
citation: Good Book Full name: Lowell Libson, Ltd. Name quote: Lowell Libson Full name: University of Hawai'i Press Quote: Univ. of Hawai'i Press If you refer to a specific chapter of the book, include the following before the book title: the name of the chapter and in quotation marks. Also include either the inclusive page numbers of the
chapter (together after the year of publication) or the number of the number (as well as the chap., which precedes the in text before the book title). Smith and John. First chapter. In bibme, 2008. In notes: John Smith. Chapter 1, model book (Pittsburgh: BibMe, 2008) 47-61. When a book does not have a weight number/name, it is usually
the first edition. If you need to borrow later editions of the book, you should indicate a newer edition in your Chicago citation list. If the book is a revised edition or edition that contains significant new content, include the number, name, or year of the edition and the abbreviation ed in parentheses between the title of the book and the period
that follows. The revised edition should be shortened by Rev. ed. and Abbreviated Edition abbreviated to Abr. ed. The second edition, revised and extended, can simply be shortened from 2 May 2007 to 31 December 2006. The edition can usually be found on the title page and on the copyright page and on the date of the edition. Smith
and John. It's a model book. 2nd ed. Pittsburgh: BibMe, 2008. Smith and John. It's a model book. Rev. ed. Pittsburgh: BibMe, 2008. If the book is a reprint and is a new version of an older book, include the original publication year and the time after the book's title. Set the word Press again and comma in front of the publishing city. The
publication year at the end of the citation should be the year of reprinting the book. Smith and John. It's a model book. 1920. Reprint, Pittsburgh: BibMe, 2008. Whether you're creating a reference to a print book, e-book, or book in a database, our Chicago lending manufacturer will compile your book references for you! If you've come this
far, still confused and find yourself writing quotes in the text on Chicago Google, remember that this version uses footnotes and endnotes, not parentheses in text! Referring to a newspaper by using the Chicago Elegant Book The basic entry of a newspaper consists of the author's names, the title of the article, the name of the newspaper,
the date of publication, and the web address or database name. Notes: Author's first name, article name, newspaper name, release date, web address, or database name. Bibliography: First Name, First Name. The title of the article. Newspaper name, release date. Web address or database name. Examples: John Smith, Steelers Win
Super Bowl XLIII, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 2. Smith and John. Steelers win Super Bowl XLIII, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 2nd . In the bibliography of Chicago-style paper, the first author's name must be translated, and the comma must be placed with the last name and name (or any other name). The name should not be shortened and must
be written exactly as it is in the paper. The titles and associations associated with the author are good. A sufficule, such as a Roman number or Jr./Sr., should appear with a comma after the author's first name. If the article has written two or more authors, list them in order as they appear in the newspaper. Only the name of the first author
should be translated, while the others are written in the normal order. In chicago's quote style, separate the author names with a comma. Smith, John and Jane Doe. Steelers win Super Bowl XLIII, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 2nd . The entire title of the article, followed by a period, must be enclosed in quotation marks. Place a period within
quotation marks. Although this style traditionally uses the heading style with the uppercase of the first letter of each word in the heading in the title, the phrase style is also acceptable. Be consistent in your bibliography to apply either style. The title of the article is followed by the name of the magazine, which is an agglomeration followed
by a comma. The Chicago Elegant Book states that all introductory articles (e.g. If the publishing city is not in the name of the newspaper, add it in parentheses (and I grate if it is a North American newspaper) to the end of the newspaper's name. If the city of publication shares its name with other cities, or the location of the publishing city
is unclear, include the name of the state/province in parentheses and translations by city in the newspaper name. Smith and John. Steelers win Super Bowl XLIII. Star Ledger (Newark), May 2, 2015. Smith and John. Steelers win Super Bowl XLIII. Ottawa (IL) Daily Times, May 2, 2015 Smith and John. Steelers win Super Bowl XLIII.
Guardian (Manchester), 2. Complete the citation by entering the full publication date of the newspaper in month and day format, then the web address or database name and time period. Smith and John. Steelers win Super Bowl XLIII. Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 2nd LexisNexis Academic. If you're looking for a Chicago-style lending
manufacturer to do the job for you, look no further! Go to our homepage and create your newspaper references in Chicago-style format! How to refer to a magazine with the help of a Chicago elegant book When referring to a magazine, use the same structure to mention a newspaper. The basic entry of a magazine consists of the author's
name, book title, publisher city, publisher's name, publication year, web address or database name. Notes: Author's first name, Article name, Magazine title, Month, Year of publication, web address OR database name. Bibliography: First Name, Author First Name. The title of the article. Magazine Name, Month, Year of Publication. Web

address or database name. Examples: Dan Chan, The Art of panda, Panda Magazine, 1 www.pandamagazine.com 0. Chan, Dan. The Art of Pandas. Panda magazine, November 10, 1985. www.pandamagazine.com. In the bibliography, the name of the first author shall be translated and the comma shall be placed after the surname and
first name (or any middle name/initial name). You usually need to type the name as it appears in the article, although you may need to make certain customizations. The titles and associations associated with the author are good. The suffical, such as a Roman number or Jr./Sr., should appear after the author's first name with a comma.
The entire title of the article, followed by a period, must be enclosed in quotation marks. Place a period within quotation marks. While Chicago-style citations traditionally use the title style with the uppercase letter of each word in the title, the sentence style is also acceptable. Be consistent in your bibliography to apply either style. The title
of the article is followed by the name of the magazine, which is mixed. Place the comma after the name of the magazine. The full date of an article in a magazine must be entered in month-by-month, year format. The release date may consist of a total date (1 January 2009), a period of several months (March to April 2009) or simply a
month and a year (February 2009). Enter release date information. End the citation after the publication date if you are referring to a print magazine. If you are referring to an online magazine, follow the period after the date with the full web address or database name. Chan, Dan. The Art of Pandas. Panda magazine, November 10, 1985.
The world's animal database. Need more information? Are you trying to learn ins and outs and feel the need to write bibliography Chicago style on Google? Look at this reading! How to refer to a movie with chicago's stylish book The basic entry of the film consists of a name, media, director's names, distributor, distributor city and release
of the year. Notes: Movie title, directed First name Last name (Distributor City, St: Distributor, Release Year), Medium. Keep in the way of a Chicago-style text reference, this Chicago formatting style uses footnotes and endnotes! Bibliography: First Name, First. The name of the movie. Good. Control First name Last name. Distributor city:
Distributor, year of publication. Examples: BibMe: The Movie, directed by Jane Doe (Los Angeles: Columbia, 2001), DVD. Doe, Jane, dir. BibMe: The Movie. Los Angeles: Columbia, 2001. DVD. Start quoting in the bibliography by including any person responsible for the said content, including composers, writers, or performers. The first
person's name must be translated, and the comma must be placed after the last name and first name (or any other name). The titles and associations associated with the author are good. Sufficuff, such as a Roman number or must appear with a comma after the author's first name. If there are two or more people in a movie, list them in
order, as the movie makes up for. In a Chicago-style citation, only the first person's name should be translated, while the others are written in the normal order. Separate the names with a comma. Doe, Jane and Joe Anderson. Los Angeles: Columbia, 2001. DVD. Once the staff is listed with their role, taat the name of the movie and follow
it with a dot. After the title, include the city where the film distributor is located, and then the colon, distributor's name, comma, and release year. If the movie was re-released last year and you refer to a specific version of the movie to new content, include both dates quote as follows: Doe, Jane, dir. BibMe: The Movie. 1997; Los Angeles:
Columbia, 2001. DVD. If you're referring to a comment or a single scene, mention it like a chapter in a book. Enclosed in quotation marks after the original staff and before the movie title. Doe, Jane, dir. Humble Beginnings. BibMe: A movie. Los Angeles: Columbia, 2001. DVD. Stop watching the movie you're watching (e.g. This guide may
not have Chicago-style sample paper, but we do have a Chicago-style BibMe.org! Go to our homepage and create your reference easily! How to refer to a lecture with the Help of the Chicago Elegant Book Readers usually do not have access to the content of a lecture that is viewed in person, so it is therefore advisable to include the
information about the lecture in the text or notes of the magazine. Chicago example: Professor Maxwell Green lectures on the fall of Rome at New York University's Jurow Lecture Hall on October 3, 2019.... The basic entry in the lecture consists of the name of the speaker, the name of the presentation, the venue, the city, the state and
the date. Notes: Lecture name, first name teaching by surname, Prof. Venue, City, ST, Month, Day year. Example: Fall of Rome, Maxwell Green Instruction, Prof. Jurow Lecture Hall, New York, NY, October 3, 2019. Need more information about the style? Here's more information. Referencing an interview with the Chicago Manual of
Style The form of the interview quote depends on how it is done and published. If the interview is read in a magazine, follow the instructions in the newspapers or magazines. If the interview was read on the website, check out the structure of the websites that can be found at the top of this guide. Published interview on Radio/TV
programme: First name, Interview name, first name interview, Program name, Station, Month, Year, medium, length, web address. First name, first name. The name of the interview. First name last name interview. Program Title, Station, Month, Year Medium. Web address. Unpublished interview: Unpublished interviews like lectures are
untraceable, so the Chicago Manual of Style recommends that personal interview information be included only in the magazine's text or notes. First name of the person being interviewed (Role and other information so that the reader understands their meaning) in conversation with the author, month, year of interview. Example: Krishna
Patel (archaeologist, Metropolitan Museum of Natural History, NYC), talking to a writer, Nov. Using chicago's elegant book to mention encyclopedia entry If you're referring to familiar reference work like World Book Encyclopedia, Encyclopedia Britannica, Webster Dictionary, Roget's Thesay wording, or another popular reference book, it's
only acceptable to display the information in Chicago-style footnotes or endnotes. The basic entry in the enclopedia/dictionary consists of the enclopedia/dictionary name, edition, p.v., then the title or word of the entry, and sometimes the date of use and the web address if used online. The abbreviation s.v. means the Latin term sub verbo,
which basically means sub under the heading. If the reference book was found in print: Reference Book Title, Numbered. (Year published), p.v. input pass. Chicago-style quote example: World Book Online, 12th ed. (2011), b.v. revolution. If the reference book was found online: Reference Book Name, Version ed. (if a specific version is
named), s.v. entry word used for Month, Year, Web address. Example: World Book Online, Student ed., p.v. revolution, published november 18, 2019, . Add the title of the enclopedia/dictionary to translations, comma, enaction book/dictionary edition and abbreviation ed. Then include the comma and abbreviation s.v. and then entries with
commas in quotation marks. If you're familiar with it online, enter the date the reference job was processed and the web address. End citation in period. You got this far and still got confused by chicago's text? Do you feel the need to type in google's search bar, in the text quote Chicago? Keep in me that this version uses footnotes and
endnotes, not references in paper phrases. Chicago Author-Date Basics Do you want to make quotes in Chicago Author-Date format? Then this guide is for you! Below you will find information about how to use multiple sources using Chicago Author-Date. The easiest way to use the Author Date formatting system is simply to move the
year published in the quotation mark up to track the author's name. For example, this notes bibliography quote: Smith, John. Steelers win Super Bowl XLIII, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 2nd . Would look like this in the author-date system: Smith, 2009. Steelers win Super Bowl XLIII. Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 2nd . Need more help? Here are
some examples of how you can mention some of the most popular source types in Chicago Author-Date. Mention a book in the Chicago author date reference list Format: First Name, First Name. Year published. The title of the book. Publisher's City: Publisher's name. Example: Brown, Dan. 2004. DaVinc code. New York: Scholastic.
Intangular format: (Year of author's last name, page #). Example: (Brown 2004, 12). Mention a journal article in the Chicago author date reference list Format: Author's last name format. Year. The title of the article. Journal Title volume #, no. [issue #] (Period or Month published): page range. DOI as a URL. Example: Smith, John. 2009.
Studies in pop rocks and Coke. Weird Science 12, No. 3 (spring): 78-93. . Intangular format: (Year of author's last name, page #). Example: (Smith 2009, 78-93). Mention a website in the Chicago author date reference list Format: Author's last name, First Name. Last modified year. The title of the page. The title of the website. Last
modified month, year. Url. DeSilver and Drew. 2018. The actual value of the $15 minimum wage depends on where you live. Pew Research Center. Last modified on October 10, 2018. . Intextive format: (Year of author's last name). Example: (DeSilver 2018). After writing your paper, run it through the BibMe plagiarism scan. Its advanced
technology offers grammar suggestions and detects involunted plagiarism. Come on, try it! Updated 10.3.2020 Edited and written by Elise Barbeau and Michele Kirschenbaum. Elise is an expert in honorable recognition and has a Master's degree in public history/library science. He has experience in digital marketing, libraries and
publishing. Michele is a certified library media expert who loves honors and teaching. He has been writing about cited sources since 2014. 2014.
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